RSPCA SUBMISSION 64

Submission as to the Victorian Senate Inquiry into the RSPCA.
Thank you to the Animal Justice Party Victoria for their tireless work in bringing this issue to
the table and individuals and NGO’s who continue to expose and report in their fight to
alleviate the suffering for all sentient beings.
An Independent Office of Animal Welfare is immediately required.
The animal welfare system in Victoria is failing and continues to worsen, the responsibility
left to organisations like Animals Australia, Animal Liberation and others with the Minister
for Agriculture, Jaala Pulford failing on a consistent basis the animals she is legislated to
protect.
For the Love of Wildlife is the NGO behind the ban on lion trophies and body parts, a global
first with France, the Netherlands and the US following our lead with ongoing work with
other countries. One of the biggest steps in lion conservation and has had major impact
against the barbaric and cruel industry of captive breeding and canned hunting.
This ban had tripartisan support from the Greens, Labor and Liberal Party and a direct
response to the horrendous industry of breeding lions to kill for fun. Then Environment
Minister, Greg Hunt stating that there was no place for this activity in our civilised world,
that it was deeply inhumane, hard to comprehend that a practice such as this could exist in
the 21st century.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oIp sofhAU
And yet, in Victoria we see the continued brutalisation, cruelty, suffering and exploitation of
our animals.
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 Victoria (POCTA) is S.1 “to (a) prevent cruelty to
animals; and (b) to encourage the considerate treatment of animals; and (c) to improve
the level of community awareness about the prevention of cruelty to animals.
This Act does not apply to ‘the slaughter of animals’ or to ‘the keeping, treatment, handling,
transportation, sale, killing, hunting, shooting, catching, trapping, netting, marking, care,
use, husbandry or management of any animal or class of animals which carried out in
accordance with a Code of Practice’. [S. 6 (1b)] Nor is there protection during ‘any act or
practice with respect to the farming, transport, sale or killing of any farm animal which is
carried out with a Code of Practice.’ [S. 6 (1c)]
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There have been many shocking acts of illegal animal cruelty to farm animals in Victoria
which have been bought to the public’s attention through NGO’s. The RSPCA has been
absent, the Agricultural Minister has also been ineffective and unresponsive as the Minster
for animal welfare.
Despite the public’s outrage at duck hunting, the Victorian Government chooses to support
recreational hunting, ignoring science, ignoring economics, ignoring the public.
The hunting myth that $439 million will be brought into the State has been refuted by
Economist Roderick Campbell, Australia Institute who reports that that figure already exists
with people using public space for camping, canoeing, hiking, and the like and that the push
to expand hunting in these areas may in fact drive down the figures quoted, as people will
stay clear of areas with shooters. Who wants to take their families to places where guns are
going off?
https://shootersunion.com.au/hunting‐generates‐439‐million‐victoria/
Despite this, the Government commits to $5.3 million to grow a “sport” that the average
Australian is appalled at – shooting animals for fun.
http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/new‐game‐plan‐to‐deliver‐better‐hunting/
When we see groups like Safari Club International in Australia, attending Shot Expo, it’s of
serious concern. Australians despise the gun culture of the US and concerned over the push
for softening gun laws. Known members of Safari Club International come to Australia to
hunt including known criminal
.
.
Sustainable utilisation is a term that’s been hijacked by hunters. There are also more
humane and reasonable ways to deal with introduced species – that in fact, hunting has
done little to reduce numbers.
It’s well known in areas around Mt Dandenong, deer are “accidentally released” into the
forests so hunting is “required”. There’s also a form of canned hunting as species like
sambar deer are bred for trophy hunters – do we really want to emulate South Africa’s
shame? Conservationists working on stopping the continued commoditising of animals, as
morally and ethically corrupt farmers breed and cross breed species to create longer/bigger
horns, varieties of colour, unusual and rare to push up prices and increase profits, all in a bid
to attract game hunters.
Any industry like hunting, that is allowed to self‐regulate needs an IOAW. Hunters use dogs,
run down prey till exhaustion, use bows; hunters and rangers responsible for culling animals
tell of losing wounded animals, left to die a slow death. No hunter can guarantee an
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accurate and immediate kill. Animal welfare must be considered and IOAW must have
powers to monitor, investigate and prosecute.
Despite hunting being legal in Victoria, it’s immoral, unethical and incredibly cruel. How
many images of endangered species being killed by duck shooters does anyone need to see
before action is taken?

An IOAW is essential to address the lack of responsibility and action between State and
Federal Government on the issue of the sale of illegal wildlife products.
(See attachment at end of document.)
Finding elephant ivory for sale in Chapel Street, Melbourne early 2016 has exposed
confusion as to who is responsible for investigating and prosecuting. The lack of officers
and their grave concerns about the rise in taxidermy.
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IFAW released “Under the Hammer” which addresses the rampant trade in Australia and
despite the belief that we have strong border controls, only 10% is detected. Who is
responsible for products once they are in the country?
http://www.ifaw.org/sites/default/files/IFAW%20Under%20the%20hammer.pdf

For the Love of Wildlife’s predominant focus is lions; the critical demise of wild lions, the
commoditising and farming for canned hunting and lion bone trade, exploitation and
welfare.
In Australia we are concerned about the breeding by zoos, circuses and private owners.
We reported the welfare of lions in a circus to RSPCA and other than whether they were
given food, water and shelter, very little else could be done. Government Departments,
RSPCA and other welfare organisations have not been able to assist with the welfare of
exotics – cannot tell if they are suffering captivity depression, are drugged, whether the
enclosures are suitable, whether they are getting suitable enrichment, etc.
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The lions pictured are on the road for 11 months of year, transported in closed trucks with
little ventilation (including extremely hot days), moved from State to State, made to
perform in hot and noisy tents. More than 33 countries have banned the use of animals in
circuses.
Lions continue to be imported (recently from breeding facility known to be part of the
canned hunting industry), bred and kept in less than suitable conditions. There is absolutely
no conservation value in having lions in captivity with no lion ecologist supporting breeding
in Australia.
Time and time again, the responsibility is left to NGO’s and it isn’t enough. Australia is failing
its animals and globally we are criticised for not taking action on wild animals in circuses and
other incredibly cruel, although legal, industries like live export.
We note that it is evident that the political landscape is heavily influenced by economics,
industry, trade and growth and that animals suffer for profit. It’s no longer acceptable and
it’s time that welfare standards reflect public opinion.
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Attachment.
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